
Where Do They Fit? 
People and topics that that don’t fit in the box 

 

 
 

Lesson: Multiracial People in a Segregated World 

 

Traditionally, when we think about segregation we think about it in very black and white 

terms (pun intended). Images of the Jim Crow south come to mind, we see “white” and 

“colored” drinking fountains, and picture schools with Black and White children 

separated because of law. In this lesson, we will challenge the neatness of this picture, 

the definite nature of the racial categories, the reasons why schools might be 

segregated, and the locations where it happened. Through interviews with individuals 

living and attending school in Detroit, MI prior to Brown v. Board of Education, we will 

explore race, schooling, and community in ways that the standard textbook rarely does. 

 

Materials for lesson: 

● Lesson plan 

● Pre-knowledge worksheet 

● Podcast: Experiences of multiracial individuals in schools and the community 

● Post-lesson writing 

● Discussion prompts 

 

 

 



Materials for teacher review prior to lesson: 

● Investigating school segregation in 2018 with Nikole Hannah-Jones: Why Is This 

Happening? (podcast and transcript)  

link: https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/investigating-school-segregation-

2018-nikole-hannah-jones-podcast-transcript-ncna896116  

● About Nikole Hannah-Jones 

 

Helpful definitions: 

 

Mulatto: a term used to refer to people born of one white parent and one black parent, 

or from two mulatto parents. In English usage, the term is today generally confined to 

historical contexts; modern English speakers of mixed white and black ancestry seldom 

choose to identify themselves as mulatto. 

 

Passing: racial passing occurs when a person classified as a member of one racial 

group is accepted as a member of a racial group other than their own. Historically, the 

term has been used primarily in the United States to describe a person of color or 

multiracial ancestry who has assimilated into the white majority during times when legal 

and social conventions of classified the person as a minority, subject to racial 

segregation and discrimination. 

 

White flight: the phenomenon of white people moving away from places that are 

increasingly or predominantly populated by people of color and into white racially 

homogeneous areas such as departing urban neighborhoods or schools for suburban, 

exurban or rural areas. 

  

https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/investigating-school-segregation-2018-nikole-hannah-jones-podcast-transcript-ncna896116
https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/investigating-school-segregation-2018-nikole-hannah-jones-podcast-transcript-ncna896116
https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/investigating-school-segregation-2018-nikole-hannah-jones-podcast-transcript-ncna896116
https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/investigating-school-segregation-2018-nikole-hannah-jones-podcast-transcript-ncna896116
http://nikolehannahjones.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Race_(classification_of_human_beings)


Lesson Plan 

 

Standard 

Assessed 

  

1. 8.3.1  Civil Rights Movement – Analyze the key 

events, ideals, documents, and organizations in the 

struggle for civil rights by African Americans including  

○ the impact of WWII and the Cold War (e.g., 

racial and gender integration of the military)  

○ Supreme Court decisions and governmental 

actions (e.g., Brown v. Board (1954), Civil 

Rights Act (1957), Little Rock schools 

desegregation, Civil Rights Act (1964), Voting 

Rights Act (1965))  

○ protest movements, organizations, and civil 

actions (e.g., integration of baseball, 

Montgomery 

Bus Boycott (1955–1956), March on 

Washington (1963), freedom rides, National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored 

People (NAACP), Southern Christian 

Leadership Conference (SCLC), Student Non-

violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), Nation 

of Islam, Black Panthers)  

○ resistance to Civil Rights (National Geography 

Standard 6, p. 195)  

  

  

Objectives/ 

Indicators 

Students will be able to… 

  

1. Students will be able to define racial segregation as a 

concept 

2. Students will be able to analyze the experience of 

multiracial bodies in the context of a Black/White binary 

3. Students will be able to compare and contrast the 

experiences of housing and school segregation in 

Detroit, MI with similar experiences in southern regions 

(ex: Birmingham, AL, Little Rock, AR, etc.) 

  

  



Introduction 

 

  

Students will pair up to discuss answers from pre-knowledge 

worksheet 

 

Instructor will lead short discussion and student pairs will 

share out based off pre-knowledge questions from previous 

day/lesson (see attached worksheet). Make sure to highlight 

that: 

 

● Segregation was not only legal/formal 

● Segregation was not limited to the south 

● Concept of race as constructed and often imposed on 

racial minorities 

  

  

Group Work 

  

  

1. Students will work individually or in pairs (dependent on 

number of computers/laptops) 

  

2. Students will explore the mini-podcasts, listening to the 

interviewees answers to various prompts and noting the 

following on their worksheet: 

● Answers that confirm prior views of school segregation 

● Answers that contrast prior views of segregation 

● How race was discussed by interviewees (their race 

and the race of others) 

● Any questions that they would like to ask the 

interviewees based on the interview responses. 

  

  

  

  



Guided 

Discussion 

  

  

Students/pairs will share out responses to prompts as they are 

comfortable. Instructor will identify areas where students saw 

divergence from prior held conceptions of the segregation in 

America (including how and where it manifested itself). 

  

Class will draw and complete a Venn diagram to use to discuss 

how interviewees experiences compared or contrasted to those 

of the Little Rock 9 students 

 

Class will discuss why discussion/lessons on segregation 

traditionally focus on southern states 

  

Students will discuss how they saw race discussed by 

interviewees and why they believe interviewees might have 

seen race as they did 

  

Teacher should draw attention to answers that support the idea 

of a Black/White binary and guide discussion around this topic 

  

 

  

Closure   

Teacher will allow time for questions about the lesson.  

  

Teacher will discuss writing application assignment and allow 

time to discuss any questions about assignment. 

  

  

  

  

  

  



Assessment   

Informal observation of 

● Classroom discussion 

● Students’ prior knowledge 

Discussion 

Students’ written post-lesson writing assignment 

  

  

  

  

  



 

 

Prior Knowledge Questions 

 

1. How would you define segregation? 

 

2. Where do you feel segregation occurred most? 

 

3. What do you think segregation looked like in daily life? 

 

4. How do you think race is determined? 

 

5. Who do you believe was affected by school segregation? 

 

 

Podcast Questions 

 

1. What answers confirmed your prior views of school segregation? 

 

2. What answers conflicted with your prior views of segregation? 

 

3. How was race was discussed by interviewees? (their race and the race of 

others) 

 

4. Are there any questions that they would like to ask the interviewees based on 

their responses?  



Mini-podcasts: Experiences of multiracial individuals in schools 

and the community in Detroit, Michigan 

 

Interviewee Biographies: 

 

Clyde Bostick: Clyde is one of eight children. He was born in a small town in Georgia 

and also lived in Florida briefly before settling in Michigan. His mother wanted to move 

to Michigan to find a better life for her family. He came to Michigan as a boy in 1946 and 

attended Detroit Public Schools and Wayne State University.  

 

Mary Jane Humphries: Mary Jane was born in 1923 and is one of five children. Growing 

up, she lived on the West Side of Detroit. She attended Detroit Public Schools, 

culminating in Cass Tech for Nursing, where she left in January 1942. 

 

 

Q1: What is your background? How did you identify yourself? 

 

Clyde 

 

Q2: What was your school experience like in Detroit? 

 

Clyde 

Mary Jane 

 

Q3: How did you see students treated differently because of their race? 

 

Mary Jane 

 

Q4: How would you describe your communities and schools growing up? 

 

Clyde 

Mary Jane 1 

Mary Jane 2 

 

Q5: What were your experiences with housing segregation and “white 

flight” in Detroit? 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IYBxHq3oPz1FryeHxkkBE90l7s9ho0gQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwQOVMK47HefeVBLcVc4NklFT1BfTW5sb2VjSGNvWUUwbV9r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwQOVMK47HefTFBzOHdIeXlUVWJ1QUNpM0ZHLVpVSXBvRklj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwQOVMK47HefdWhpRkpNVnBHaUUxaWRCWFhlN3pvN1BBd0dv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1anAii42AVcvX_rclmLfEyAHCJf56Rv3k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwQOVMK47HefY1BnVWRUUXl6cV93OGxEZ1F5Z3ktT2lWUWZR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwQOVMK47HefU08ta21iYmJpUDlyc0pyODBYc1c1OWQ1UE13/view?usp=sharing


 

Clyde 

Mary Jane 

 

Q6: Did your lack of interaction with White people while you were growing 

up affect how you viewed race? 

 

Clyde 

 

Q7: How did having a White grandparent affect your identity or impact your 

life? 

 

Mary Jane 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwQOVMK47HefQUNwU0FqWmRoTUxpemE0WHlnNVlsUTdPb1VV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwQOVMK47HefLXJkUWJXLXpaQnZmX25IcWFuc25BbF90OWZ3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CLrlLVncorwzAgx1Br6OPCITqAWiUm8F/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwQOVMK47HefWWhzVTRLWGI4OU9vYzZVWVN5Qk9zZkcyWGNv/view?usp=sharing


Post-lesson Writing Assignment 

 

Write a letter (1 page, double spaced) to one of the interviewees you 

listened to. In the letter discuss the following: 

 

● One thing you think they’d be happy to know has changed since they 

were in high school 

● One thing they would be sad to know is still the same/similar as when 

they were in high school 

● How their interview impacted you and how you understand the topic 

of school segregation and segregation in general 

● At least three questions that were left unanswered that you think 

would help you better understand their experience 

 

 

 

 

  



Teacher Discussion Prompts 

 

Based on the interviewees’ responses, did it seem like there were options 

other than Black or White for them to identify as? 

 

Do you think there is a difference between forcing students to go to 

separate schools based on their race and students of different races 

attending different schools because of where they live? 

 What about when “where you live” is code for what race someone  

identifies you as? 

 

Why might Northern schools want to focus on Southern states when they 

present lessons on school segregation? 

 How does presenting school segregation in this way affect students’  

understanding of what happened in their own communities? 

 

 


